Ireland

Kite Surfing, exceptional beaches and wave power
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Sea Kayaking

Thousands of kilometres of coastline
Ireland

Wind Surfing in superb locations
Ireland

Diving the clear Atlantic waters
Ireland

A Strategic Approach needed for the Development of the Marine Leisure Industry

• Economic data on which to base development plans
• Marina Management Training and Marina Networking
• Maritime Training for School Children to Introduce Maritime Affairs at an Early Age
• Marketing Assistance to improve the market position of the Inland Waterways
Trade Association Representing all Sectors of the Marine Industry in Ireland, Affiliated to IBEC, the Irish Business & Employers Confederation.
Ireland

Schools Maritime Programme
Ireland

Three professional organisations as potential partners in Ireland
Experience in managing & participation in EU Programmes
Ireland

Your potential partner for the coordination and implementation of Marine Leisure projects in the Atlantic Area as part of the Atlantic Strategy

CONTACT: Steve Conlon, steve@dmm.ie